Kokomo School Corporation
Re-Entry Plan ESSENTIAL POINTS

The Kokomo Schools Re-Entry Plan is filled with hundreds of details. A few of the ESSENTIAL POINTS are highlighted on this page. While this page quickly may provide you with answers to some of your most pressing questions and other needed information, please take time to review the entire document, which can be found on the corporation website. The complete Kokomo Schools Re-Entry Plan includes much more information than what is listed on this page.

• TAKE THE WILDKAT PROTECTION PLEDGE!

• CALENDAR – School begins on time. First student day will occur as originally planned. Prepare for potential adjustments to student learning days and potential movement to “eLearning” as warranted.

• LEARNING OPTIONS – Students may elect to attend school in-person OR they may study virtually from home. Extensive professional development will provide “real-time” learning options remotely for those students who are in need or prefer this option.

• SELF-MONITOR – Students and families should monitor their health daily by checking temperatures before coming to school and watching for fever, cough, shortness of breath, and other symptoms of COVID-19.

• SOCIAL DISTANCING – Students and staff must strive to maintain six feet of distance when possible. Efforts are underway to maximize distances in classrooms, lunchrooms, and thickly-traversed passageways and other common areas of gathering.

• MASKS – Possession of a mask is required at all times by students and staff. Masks are required for students in grades 3-12, as well as for all teachers and staff, unless specifically authorized to be temporarily removed in classrooms where distancing measures can be obtained.

• NUTRITION – Prepackaged meals will be available for breakfast and lunch. Sharing of food is prohibited. Bring a water bottle as bottle-filling stations are available.

• CLEANING & DISINFECTING – Significant efforts are underway to increase cleaning and disinfecting, with more frequent cleaning by more staff.

• TRANSPORTATION – Seating will be assigned on buses with students arranged in a manner to maximize distancing on buses. Students should social distance while waiting to board the bus. All students, regardless of age or grade, must wear masks while riding buses.

• ILLNESS PROCEDURES – Explicit procedures are in place for situations in which a student or staff member shows symptoms of COVID-19. These procedures include the availability of isolated clinic areas with additional protective resources and increased training of nursing staff.

• NO SCHOOL VISITORS – Anyone required to enter the school building must remain in a dedicated location, and a log of their required visit will be recorded. Masks are required at all times by visitors.
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